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INTRODUCTION

Digitization of historical documents and/or holdings has been in progress for approximately fifteen or twenty years, since about the end of eighties or the beginning of nineties of the twentieth century. At the earliest, during the first half of nineties digitization meant creating a surrogate, an alternative carrier, something like “better microfilm”. Goal of such a digitization was very simple, namely to be a preservation aid. Up to this day for some people digitization still counts to preservation. These people do not understand the spirit of the information, the knowledge of/and society and do not see the challenge of the information and communication technologies that comes with it. It is a question whether digitized historical documents are the preservation aids because they are also promotion aids. Such a “digital promotion” of historical documents addresses not to specialists but more likely to a general public that is neither interested in historical nor similar studies but in a mere information about the past. Briefly the general public does not want to “consult” historical document, to study its internal and/or external features but it prefers to see a historical document as a thing, as a physical object, that illustrates the more or less known past instead. General public is not interested in a sophisticated difference between “the past” and “the history” (res gestae and historia rerum gestarum using Hegelian words), so it is not interested in digital cop-
ies; a digital copy is for such a public simple caption, a sign for something else, i.e. for exhibition of original document. Thus, such an understanding of digitization goes in a vicious circle: the supposed objective was to exclude originals from lending, on the other hand the factual result is a more massive lending of originals. Thus, this primeval understanding of digitization results in an internal discrepancy.

A wide expansion of the Internet in the mid nineties was a great challenge for digitization of historical documents and/or holdings. At the earliest, it was not accepted well by the academic community because of suspicion of commercialization, at least in most European countries; sometimes it was understood negatively as an “American invention”. In the first years of its spread in Europe, Internet was accepted positively mostly by professional communities and some memory institutions (especially by libraries and librarians in the Czechlands). A keyword of that time was not “preservation” yet but “democratization”. It had to mean that keepers, i.e. memory institution professionals ought not to make borders for any interested person, no matter if experts or the general public. The Internet presentation of a historical document ought to be accessible for everybody and particularly for “vulgarians” (*hommes de la rue, gemeine Menschen*). Of course, it was another illusion because “vulgarians” are interested in other things than in digital copies of historical documents, medieval manuscripts etc. On the other hand, intellectuals although not experts in historical documents could be interested in that. Again public worldwide could be and is interested in it. Thus, “democratization” means global accessibility independently on a social, cultural, and national environment but dependently on education and/or erudition. And a global accessibility under another aspect means a free access; not necessarily free of charge but absolutely free of any discriminatory balk.

Thus, digitization means a global dissemination of historical documents and/or holdings, a challenge for inter-cultural studies in general and an impulse for manuscript studies in particular. Consequently, digitization is not simply making images; it is and must be much more. Perhaps it is not seen when digitizing small number of manuscripts, several units or at the utmost several tens. It is however seen after digitizing critical mass of manuscripts, i.e. perhaps a few hundred. Then, simple images, i.e. image sequences are unmanageable for the end user as well as for the information system administrator. Compound digital document/s that make relations between data (digital images) and metadata (descriptive catalogue record, structural and technical metadata as well) must be created. And it is only the first step, only the simplest form of the compound digital document, of course. After overstepping the critical mass of compound digitized documents there must be created a sophisticated information system that enables orientation, e.g. showing both the whole database and partial collections, as well as navigation,
e.g. enabling not only standard full text search but also combined search using operators, expert search using filters, search implementing graphical variants etc. Further, more complex form of the compound digital document may contain also full texts that should be correlated according to the appropriate parts or passages to the digital images. It may contain several full texts (e.g. edition of the original text and its translation) that should be correlated to each other and both full texts to the digital images. It may contain also audio documents that should be correlated to the full texts and digital images as well etc. Not only editions of original historical, i.e. primary documents and their translations but also secondary documents, i.e. documents about the primary documents may be integrated into the compound digital documents. And there are possibilities that can be multiplied practically \textit{ad infinitum}. It is clear that such a digitization of historical documents, or let us say manuscripts, means a complex digital processing of manuscripts and that it is very important for manuscript studies, codicology, bibliography etc.

THEORETICAL SUPPOSITIONS

Accordingly, digital processing of manuscripts is about a paradigm shift. It can be understood in triple way: firstly in relation to the historical auxiliary sciences (\textit{historische Hilfswissenschaften}), respectively in relation to the so-called quantitative codicology in opposite to the traditional archeology of book; secondly in relation to the historical methodology of collective, mass, aggregate, wholesale phenomena against the individual ones; and thirdly in relation to the so-called pragmatical edition in opposition to the traditional critical and/or semi-critical edition. Of course, such a paradigm shift is quite a long run rather than a fast and brief occurrence, it is “scientific revolution” in Kuhnean words. Therefore digitization of historical documents and/or holdings is currently an activity in advance operations of which are both routine and under research and development at present.

Traditional ways of representation historical documents and/or holdings consisted of complex and sophisticated descriptions utilizing terminology with very hard semantic reduction that passes by natural language/s and that not always distinguishes between things or objects on one side and ideas, notions, concepts etc. on the other. Paradoxically this traditional terminology is based on vernacular, i.e. substantially natural languages and simultaneously deprecates its own basis, such as translation between linguistic utterances and consequently national discourses is sometimes very difficult. Digitization by making more or less accurate copies of historical documents enables to overstep some of these crucial problems. Again, digitization facilitates a goal-directed navigation and control and management of a huge amount of data by preparing electronic full texts. It is impossible through traditional ways.

Some technical conditions are necessary for the paradigm shift, namely dividing
data from software, standardization of data, and interoperability of tools and systems. Firstly, dividing data from software, i.e. mutual independence of data and software is a substantial condition that enables the other two ones. Digital, i.e. Internet environment is principally heterogeneous, not homogeneous, the tools and systems are various, indeed different, so that sharing data among tools and systems could be a problem if the data were software, i.e. tool and/or system dependent. Such software, tools and/or systems could not import and/or export data from one another and they would not interoperate. Problems could arise also by using communication protocols because of a need to implement profiles according to the regular, i.e. open, non proprietary, not software dependent data standards. Thus, dividing data from software is *conditio sine qua non* for the digital representation of historical documents and/or holdings.

Secondly, standardization of data is a necessary condition for applying manuscript studies, codicology and bibliography in the digital, i.e. Internet environment. Standardization means to use open, not proprietary standards for data preparation/creation, respectively to use regular, ordinary, conventional formats for data exchange. In other words, standardization means to use various software tools for creating the same data output¹ as for the form and for achieving the same result as for the content. Thus, for data creator a principle of standardization means on one hand a flexibility in the use of software tools, editors, processors etc., on the other hand a variety of choices in the information depth; and when using markup languages represents an inner structure of document, the principle of standardization means to use various manners of concrete application of markup and consequently to represent various information and information levels from the same primary evidence. Thus, standardization of data is the middle of how to make data readable for machines and generally understandable for humans.

Thirdly, interoperability of tools and systems consists of inter-tool and/or inter-system communication, i.e. in importing and/or exporting data, in data mining, harvesting etc. It is a principal condition for working complex modular systems, for cooperation of their inner components and for cooperation with external tools as well. Is particularly important to guarantee

¹ See various XML editors for creating descriptive catalogue records and fulltexts as well, e.g. jEdit, access through Internet: <http://www.jedit.org/>; Peter’s XML editor, access through Internet: <http://www.iol.ie/~pxe/>; OpenOffice in combination with SourceForge, access through Internet: <http://www.openoffice.cz/stahnout> and <http://www.openoffice.cz/stahnout>; GNU Emacs, access through Internet: <http://www.gnu.org/software/emacs/emacs.html>; NoteTabLight, access through Internet: <http://www.webmasterfree.com/NoteTab_Light__d7660.html>. See also special software tools, e.g. MEdit, access through Internet: <http://www.manuscriptorium.com/Site/ENG/medit_eng.asp>; MTool, access through Internet: <http://www.manuscriptorium.com/Site/ENG/mtool_eng.asp>.
interoperability between internal tools of the system and the external tools because it oversteps traditional approach to the information system and/or digital library and comes close to a virtual research environment. In this case a virtual research environment means a possibility to create and process a personal collection of digital documents (in all probability full text editions of original historical, i.e. primary documents) using special tools that enable to get to information from point of view of e.g. computational linguistics etc. Or virtual research environment means to create a grid of resources among which one of them is the main and/or (relatively) independent one and other are collateral and/or dependent. Thus, interoperability is the most apparent condition for practical work with historical documents and/or holdings.

DIGITAL HUMANITIES AND PARADIGM SHIFT: IDEAS AND PRACTICE

The practical work with historical documents and/or holdings is not a work of technicians (or if you like computer scientists) and librarians (or if you like information scientists) but it is more likely a work of scholars and researchers in humanities, especially historians and philologists. Of course, there are various historical and philological specializations and sub-disciplines, on the other hand theoretical and paradigmatic foundations of all branches of historical and/or philological scholarship are the same so that I can speak about history and/or philology generally. Since the theoretical transformations that are influenced by an application of information and communication technologies concern the deepest level of humanities in general and history and/or philology in particular, we can speak in the matter of these theoretical transformations about a paradigm shift that asserts its rights just now. Relevant questions that concern paradigm shift in humanities, history, philology, library and archival science are very complex but some of them can be set aside as fundamental for digital libraries presenting written cultural heritage [3; 9].

Firstly, a big problem is that codicology, i.e. discipline that deals with manuscript books, literary manuscripts and alike, is understood almost solely as archeology of book. Archeology of book means that questioning and research are oriented to a physical condition of manuscript book (but the same is valid also for the printed book and consequently for bibliography that deals with this type of book material) and that questioning and research oriented to the intellectual content and consequently to the cultural history is more or less extinguished. Thus, the traditional codicology and/or bibliography which is mainly archeology of book is contradictory to the idea of digital representation of written cultural heritage which is based on an effort to research a content not a container. Both conceptions, i.e. archeology of book and researching a content not a container as well are equally connected with idea of evaluation of historical sources, only from
different points of view: on one hand physicality of the printed environment enables distinguishing original and its copy – and so physicality is for archeology of book an essential notion; on the other hand virtuality of the digital environment does not enable distinguishing original and its copy but it very well enables comparing different contents – and so virtuality is for digital humanities a basic notion [6; 13]. Secondly, there is a new conception of content types and/or content levels as articulated in the IFLA document Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (shortly called FRBR) [5]. It describes a bibliographic conceptual framework that negates the traditional one that is based on subordination to the idea of printed edition. FRBR’s conceptual framework is much more complex and articulates four gradual levels characterizing the whole existence of the literary work, i.e. an item (a physical object-individual book, i.e. a purely actual object), a manifestation (a printed edition-bibliographic unit, i.e. a multiplicity of items), an expression (a version, translation, adaptation, mutation, i.e. concrete wording), and work (an artifact as an aspect of a personality, i.e. a purely virtual object). In the consequence of a pure virtuality of work some authors acknowledge that the work level has only a theoretical importance and that the level of work and that of expression are perceived and understood simultaneously as only one level called “worxperssion”. However, it is too sophisticated in this context. On the other hand it is very important that only the item level has a real and simultaneously actual i.e. concrete existence while the other levels (manifestation, expression, work) are as for their existence in some respect real and virtual and perhaps abstract. Thus, a consequence of cataloguing and bibliographical work concerning written cultural heritage is crucial.

Thirdly, there is a concept of a fluid text that is contradictory to the concepts of archetype, “Urtext”, and so-called best wording as well. Such a contradiction is very important for historians and/or philologists because the idea of critical edition is based on these notions. While archetype, “Urtext”, or so-called best wording means that there is a strongly given text that can be, or indeed has to be the base for the critical edition, fluid text means that there isn’t any possibility like this. In other words, while archetype, “Urtext”, or so-called best wording means that their wording is transparent to the ideal sense, fluid text means that there is no possibility like this because the proper reality is the massiveness of the individual records that combine the fluid text. A combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis is necessary so that we can understand reality of texts and reality of life as well. Computational linguistic tools are more appropriate for solving such problems than traditional philological methods and so the way for digital history and/or digital philology is opened [10].

Fourthly, the idea of versioning has been popular during last roughly twenty years. It
means that preparing critical editions has no sense because each individual wording, each individual manuscript record, each individual glossed adaptation has its own sense that cannot be compensated for one wording that is presumably the right in a contradiction to the other wordings. The idea of versioning is one of the basic ideas of the so-called new philology. Accords and differences between various/all versions are important. A research in the area of versioning is concurrently a research in the area of cultural history, in the area of a content in a contradiction to the area of a container. It enables us to see all the linguistic versions at the same level, i.e. coordinated mutations rather than subordinated translations. This method finds its inspiration in the era of both European integration and globalization. Thus, the computational linguistics is again against the traditional one so that a place for digital history and/or philology is opened (compare [1; 19]).

MANUSCRIPTORIUM DIGITAL LIBRARY: A CASE STUDY

What I said hitherto is a mere theoretical conception (more concisely see [24]) that must be only realized practically. There are only a very few attempts in the practical realization of the virtual research environment concerning historical documents and/or holdings. One of them – perhaps the most sophisticated and the largest worldwide – is Manuscriptorium digital library (access through Internet: <http://www.manuscriptorium.com>) provided by the National library of the Czech Republic (access through Internet: <http://www.nkp.cz>) from the content part nad AIP Beroun Ltd. (access through Internet URL: <http://www.aiperoun.cz>) from the technical part. National library of the Czech Republic started its mass digitization in 1995, respectively 1996 and in 1997 and 1998 created standard DOBM [8], which was adopted as a UNESCO recommendation in 1999. National library of the Czech Republic was in 1999–2001 one of the full partners of the European project MASTER (Manuscript Access through Standard for Electronic Records) [23; 20; 21; 22], whose goal was to make a TEI (Text Encoding Initiative; access through Internet: <http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml>) compatible standard and in 2002 National library of the Czech Republic crated the MASTER+ standard (msnkpaip.dtd), a standard (access through Internet: <http://digit.nkp.cz>) the goal of which was to enable the digital document, i.e. to connect descriptive catalogue record and images, respective sequences of images that represent copy of the original historical document. In 2003 opened catalogue of historical holdings arose and in early 2004 operation of the Manuscriptorium digital library was introduced. In December 2007 work on the European project ENRICH (European Networking Resources and Information concerning Cultural Heritage; Access through Internet: <http://enrich.manuscriptorium.com>; <http://enrich-data.manuscriptorium.com>) [18] started the goal of which is to integrate resources
that provide historical documents and especially manuscripts as much as possible. Thus, Manuscriptorium digital library is based on a wide and rich experience, so it is able to offer and/or provide a relatively advanced service.

Heart of the Manuscriptorium digital library is a catalogue of base records in a format according to the MASTER standard. When catalogue records made by other creators or offered by other providers are imported into the Manuscriptorium base records database they are converted into a format according to the MASTER standard if they are originally created in another format (usually MARC21, UNIMARC, Dublin Core, MODS and other). MASTER does not prescribe what information depth whatever descriptive catalogue record should have; it depends on each cataloguer’s resolution. It can be a problem from the traditional manuscript studies, codicology or bibliography point of view of because the database content can be unbalanced. On the other hand delivery of descriptive catalogue records by individual providers or partners can be regularized according to the concrete feasibility and capability. The biggest advantage of the MASTER standard is a very detailed fragmentation of data and consequently a big search consistency. When possibility of subsequent replacement of an existing descriptive catalogue record for the better one is ensured (which in the case of the Manuscriptorium database) then the difficulty is only in theory but not in practice because cataloguing is not creating products that are once and for all finished but it is a continual process that is never done. Last but not least the Manuscriptorium database of the descriptive records offers several options: firstly, database of the base records can contain various language mutations; secondly, base records can be alternated by special records of lesser weight expressive in specific points of view, e.g. codicology, art history, musicology etc.; and thirdly each of existing catalogue records can be improved. Thus, the Manuscriptorium database of base records is very flexible. Moreover, its search system allows searching with character tolerance, with the use of graphical variants with use various operators or phrases etc. It is robust enough to fulfill well the needs of the end user.

At present the most important part of the Manuscriptorium digital library are images, i.e. digital copies of original historical documents although we see that digitization is not only and perhaps also not chiefly making images. Of course, the images are scanned with the highest sensible resolution and in the archival quality. On the other hand, Manuscriptorium digital library is not an archival system; it is a presentation system, so that images of the excellent, i.e. archival quality are not provided via the Manuscriptorium. All the same images of more quality levels are provided, typically gallery thumbnails, previews, low/Internet quality, normal quality and black and white optimization for more pointed contrast for better reading if needed. Five quality levels are typically provided. However, it is not
obligatory for all potential partners, it depends on partner’s capacity and ability. We can say that three quality levels are desirable, i.e. gallery thumbnails, previews and one sequence of images of better quality. Of course, there are still more possibilities concerning quality levels of images but they can be widely used in future rather than nowadays; it comes down to such a kind of scanning that would enable to see watermarks, to read palimpsests, text under blotch etc. The question is if this kind of image scanning should be a standard offer of the Manuscriptorium digital library. According to my opinion it may not be and it will be better to provide such qualities in some specific collateral resource; exploitation of such images is namely not common.

Another part of the Manuscriptorium content are full texts [17]. Full text data are prepared according to the TEI standard, existing document type definitions are for prose, poetry and factual prose (access through Internet: <http://digit.nkp.cz>). At present the full text content of Manuscriptorium consists of scholar editions, or should I say transcriptions of primary, i.e. original historical documents; implementation of full texts of secondary documents, i.e. scholarly papers etc. is in process of testing. Editions and/or transcriptions of primary, original historical documents have various forms at present and also in the future. Some of them are digitally born pragmatical editions of individual manuscripts or versions of texts (see e.g. http://www.manuscriptorium.com – query – title: Homiliarium quod dicitur Opatovicense; repository: Národní knihovna České republiky; shelf mark: III F 6), some of them are retro-conversions of traditional printed critical editions (see e.g. http://www.manuscriptorium.com – query – title: Codex gigas; repository: Kungl. Biblioteket – Sveriges nationalbiblioteket; shelf mark: A 148), some of them are translations of original (at present only Latin) texts (at present only into Czech) (see e.g. http://www.manuscriptorium.com – query – title: Codex gigas; repository: Kungl. Biblioteket – Sveriges nationalbiblioteket; shelf mark: A 148), some of them are mere hand made transcriptions without any scholarly apparatus (see e.g. http://www.manuscriptorium.com – query – title: Paměti Jednoty Bratrské z let 1530-1546; repository: Národní knihovna České republiky; shelf mark: XVII C 3), some of them are made through scanning and OCR with subsequent human control (see e.g. http://www.manuscriptorium.com – query – title: Článkové všeobecného sněmovního snešení; repository: Parlamentní knihovna; shelf mark: F 5042). Such differences as for quality of full texts that are implemented within Manuscriptorium digital library can be seen as very inconsistent. On the other hand such variability as for quality levels of full texts is very practical and operative. To prepare editions of historical texts is in any case very difficult, paleographical and linguistical skills are necessary. There are few people that are able to prepare such editions more so when the skills concerning computing in humanities are not generally disseminated.
Nowadays the problem of digital full text editions is truly up-to-date and very important as well [14; 16]. To present only digital image copies of original historical documents is at any rate not enough – to present digital texts of historical primary documents is necessary for the conversion of media which is nowadays one of main tasks of humanities. Theories concerning so-called fluid text occur [2], conceptions concerning versioning as a presentation of multiple texts appearance [15], versioning software tools are created (see “v-machine”, access through Internet: <http://v-machine.org/>). The philological and historical work rise on one hand and computing in humanities dissolve on the other. The new ways of study of text transmission and manuscript tradition with utilization of specific striking character expand [7]. Accordingly, building digital libraries is a big challenge for scholarly edition work. The team of Manuscriptorium digital library collaborates with the team of the Old Czech Department of the Institute of the Czech Language in Prague (see http://www.ujc.cas.cz/oddeleni/index.php?page=staroces>). This collaboration brings great benefits for both parts.

A music notation is also a text while it is seen in semiotic sense, of course, such that music editions are also full text editions in a wider sense. Therefore the Manuscriptorium team is testing possibilities how to do it now. Unfortunately there is no best practice and no workflow available, so that various ways must be examined. Two standards that should well enable to represent music notation using XML, MusicXML [12] and MEI (Music Encoding Initiative) that is compatible with TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) [11] were identified. Other potential standard for representing music notation is developed by the CMME (Corpus Mensuralis Musice Electronicum) [4]. It already has been established that the MusicXML standard is a proprietary standard and moreover it is more likely a standard for the exchange format for representation of the music notation than for the archival one. Thus, although its software support is relatively good, it would not be presumably the best solution to use it. The MEI standard is probably a better choice for the archival format for representation of the music notation but its software support is at present rather poor. On the other hand there is a hopeful factor, namely that community using the MEI is growing, so that the software support could be better in the future. The same applies to the community using the CMME standard. It will take some time, of course, until the best practice for music editors will be ready.

Also audio/music document/s can be a part of the compound digital document within the Manuscriptorium digital library. From the technical side it is no problem for many years. On the other side it is a big problem from the copyright point of view. Although the problem with copyright does not concern composer/s (because the compositions that are covered are already public domain), it concerns still performer/s. Thus, implementation of audio/music documents
into the Manuscriptorium digital library is possible only by way of a trial if agreed by performer/s. The audio-music performance is an interpretation of the original source, certainly not the original source itself. On the other hand, music is a performance, not a written source. Consequently the audio representation of music is fundamental for the end user together with the representation of the written expression of music. Thus, testing mutual correlation between images and music editions, i.e. full texts and audio/music documents as well is an important step in creating virtual research environment from a more complex point of view. However, all questions and tasks of this activity will be solved only when simultaneously the problem of the copyright in the Internet is solved.

There are some tasks that are between the Manuscriptorium digital library and the individual research. These tasks concern virtual research environment in proper sense because they connect Manuscriptorium as a general resource with the research area of individual persons. Main representatives of these task results are virtual collections and virtual documents that are in the phase of preparing now and next year they will be tested. The goal of the virtual collection/s is to choose everybody’s own collection for his/her individual research and such a virtual collection can be made accessible simultaneously for somebody else even for everybody if the creator of the virtual collection wants. Personalizing tools and/or content creation as well is an important task of developing Internet nowadays. Through such personalized collections and/or documents a valuable content that would be close and inaccessible in other cases can be made accessible. Collective and concurrently individual and/or personal nature of research comes through virtual collection and virtual document. It is fundamental that especially virtual collection can be created very flexibly, i.e. both by choosing and book-marking already existing documents and by choosing documents from the growing database according to the general query. Consequently virtual collection may not be static, it can be dynamic too and so virtual collection is a heuristic tool for a wide application. While virtual collection is or can be a heuristic tool, virtual document is more likely a research result, product, publication in the traditional sense. Thus, virtual collection and virtual document as well should be very hopeful and promising outputs of the virtual research environment in a near future.

There are still other ideas of development of the Manuscriptorium digital library in long-term view. It concerns external tools that can interoperate with the Manuscriptorium. Some of them are prepared for future testing now. Use of some software tools based on the computational linguistics is most interesting in this case. There are already some full texts contained in the Manuscriptorium and the full texts, especially editions of primary, original historical documents will grow increasingly; full text editions were already identified as a substantial part of the Manuscriptorium
digital library. Making full text editions available is a high priority among end user requirements. Therefore a further work with the full text editions is also desirable. So we may very well imagine an export of full text edition/s from the Manuscriptorium database and its/their import into a special corpus of texts where a software tool based on the computational linguistics, e.g. a corpus manager can be applied to the newly created corpus of texts. As for corpus manager is quite sophisticated tool both for searching within texts and for displaying results, in some cases e.g. also for clustering the texts it is very convenient for heuristic purposes of cultural and literary historian as well as of other specialists. Using such tools and also other external tools is an outlook of several years.

And ultimately a futurological vision: some computer scientists believe that OCR can also be applied to manuscripts...

CONCLUSION

Theoretical conception and practical experience of the National library of the Czech Republic during the methodical digitization process concerning historical documents and/or holdings have proved that digitization is really not simply making images. Digitization of historical documents and/or holdings means not only and not firstly creating mere digital copies for preservation purpose but complex activity concerning presentation of cultural heritage and representation of historical sources. Therefore images must be accompanied by other types of documents, i.e. by full texts, audio/music documents, multimodal/multimedia documents etc. Digitization of historical documents and/or holdings leads to the paradigm shift this way and it is one way to the information and knowledge society.
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